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Abstract: Feedback seeking actions are learner initiated dialogic actions aimed at attaining 

learning goals during an instructional activity. Nature of these actions are complex during 

representational problem solving as learners have to use or generate multiple representations 

for the purpose of seeking feedback. Our focus contrasts with the predominant approaches to 

develop learners’ feedback and representational competences as they are unsustainable and 

undermine the need to develop learners’ agency alongside those competences. Currently the 

question of under what conditions do individuals proactively seek feedback or when and how 

such actions contribute to specific learning is being investigated primarily in organizational 

studies. Therefore drawing from these studies, we adapt a well-established cost-value 

framework of feedback seeking by aligning it with the cultural historical activity theory. We 

then use this framework to examine how instructional conditions influence learners’ feedback 

seeking actions and the role of such actions in developing their representational competence.  

Rationale 
Feedback in education is largely viewed as a teacher driven practice involving one-way transmission of 

performance related information to learners. However, an individual in an authentic context often faces multiple 

feedback sources, representations, tools and norms (Blunden, 2010; Nicol, 2013). Hence feedback occurs mostly 

as a result of dialogue with multiple community sources. And during complex tasks such feedback dialogue 

presents numerous opportunities for developing one’s representational competence (Engeström, 2014; Rau, 

2020). Here by representational competence, we refer to a range of abilities to work with multiple representations 

of real or imaginary phenomena for addressing one’s thinking, communication and problem solving needs. The 

challenge of meeting one’s diverse feedback needs or more specifically feedback seeking during complex tasks 

is manifold. It involves identifying potential feedback sources from the community, eliciting and judging feedback 

from them, using multiple representations or tools for fluently negotiating one's feedback needs; and responding 

to the different or sometimes conflicting feedback being received by considering each other's emotional, 

motivational and identity aspects and all the while being sensitive to both implicit and explicit community norms 

(Engeström, 2014; Nicol, 2013).  

Understanding how employees navigate above challenges to accomplish various professional goals has 

been a major concern in organizational studies for decades. Meta-analytic review of these studies show that the 

employees’ perceived cost-value estimates predominantly guide their actions such as timing, purpose, mode or 

amount of feedback seeking (Anseel et al., 2015). However, feedback seeking in these studies is currently 

conceptualized as preferences or choices for different feedback types and opportunities without examining the 

actual feedback seeking act. Hence reciprocal and iterative nature of feedback seeking dialogue is unaccounted 

for both in research and practice. Besides, the focus is also on how specific characteristics of a task, situation, 

feedback sources and self contribute to one’s cost-value perceptions rather than on the complex interaction 

between them. This has left complexities arising due to cultural diversity in relation to feedback seeking poorly 

addressed. Our attempt at connecting and addressing these issues from both the domains led to the adaptation of 

the cost-value framework of feedback seeking using cultural historical activity theory as shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual framework for studying learners’ feedback seeking actions.  
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 As per our adaptation, the interaction between different factors tied to the instructional context referred 

under ‘antecedents of feedback seeking’ mediate the learner’s (subject) perceptions of cost and value regarding 

their various feedback seeking actions listed under ‘cost-value analysis’. The different factors tied to the 

instructional context include tools and signs or the representations made of them, both explicit and implicit norms 

or rules that learner and feedback sources (community) have to account for and the nature of cooperation or the 

division of labour between them (Engeström, 2014). Further, the interaction between these factors are both 

reciprocal and iterative at varying timescales and also depend on the outcomes of feedback seeking. However, in 

this paper we focus on the interactions occurring at a momentary timescale. Regarding outcomes of feedback 

seeking, while we acknowledge multiple other outcomes, our focus is specifically on learners’ representational 

sensemaking and their use of representations for thinking, problem solving and communication. To clarify, here 

the terms ‘cost’ and ‘value’ are tied to human nature, where value refers to anything that satisfies a human want 

and cost is what an individual incurs to satisfy one’s want. So cost-value perceptions can be of biological or 

cultural origins with cognitive, emotion, motivation and identity dimensions (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; 

Engeström, 2014). Overall, our adaptation accounts for previously discussed issues and helps investigate how the 

interactions between learner and factors tied to instructional and cultural context impact the development of 

learner agency towards specific competences. Accordingly, our research questions are: How does the interaction 

between factors tied to the instructional and cultural context influence learners’ cost-value perceptions regarding 

their different feedback seeking actions? and When and how do learners’ feedback seeking actions contribute to 

the development of their representational competence?  

Method 
We gave students a representational problem pertaining to the synthesis of an important medicinal drug called 

‘Warfarin’ used to treat blood clots and then examined their feedback seeking actions which emerged during the 

problem solving. The given problem requires students to employ major forms of representational reasoning like 

analogical reasoning with representations and thought experimentation or mental simulation with representations 

(Nersessian, 1999) . Participants have to interpret complex symbolic representations of chemical reaction steps, 

then determine the spatial arrangement of the intermediate structure formed based on their choice of catalyst and 

finally predict the expected drug’s spatial arrangement by applying stereochemistry concepts. Here the expected 

medicinal drug’s spatial arrangement is most crucial as its therapeutic effectiveness is tied to it. Nature and 

complexity of the given problem meant that participants would experience numerous challenges nudging them to 

build molecular models or sketch multi perspective diagrams for exchanging feedback.  

We adopt a single case-study approach as it helps us answer the explanatory question of how the 

interactions between learners and the factors tied to the instructional context influence their feedback seeking 

actions by providing rich descriptions and insightful explanations. Our case consisted of two male undergraduate 

chemistry students identified through convenience sampling. They had completed an introductory stereochemistry 

course. The representational problem was an hour long activity designed such that the participants could either 

work individually or choose to collaborate as and when needed. This ensured that there was no external 

compulsion on them to collaborate. Data was collected through video recording of the participants’ interaction 

with each other and the researcher. Data analysis was done using a microgenetic method in which high density 

observations are made spanning the event’s timescale (Chinn & Sherin, 2014). To arrive at the key inferences, we 

employed competitive argumentation with two other colleagues where a sample data was independently analysed 

to answer specific questions followed by an open invitation to contest or justify each other's answers. The unit of 

analysis is an episode of proactive feedback seeking by any participant. By proactive we mean that the decisions 

such as the timing of feedback seeking and others referred to in the framework were all made by the learners 

themselves. One episode is distinguished from another by considering the change in the purpose for which the 

feedback is sought. For identifying instructional factors influencing feedback seeking actions, we examined by 

going back and forth a few seconds before and after the episode.  

Findings 
For demonstrating framework’s analytical affordances, we present here two feedback seeking episodes. One is 

Episode-A tied to the analogical reasoning and another is Episode-B tied to the thought experimentation. Episode-

A emerged when both participants S1 and S2 were mapping 2D representations of chemical reaction steps with 

3D molecular models for arriving at the intermediate structure formed by the catalyst. It started with S1's feedback 

seeking which appeared as a question to S2. All subsequent conversations within this episode were tied to the 

S1’s initial question. Here feedback occurred as a result of dialogue between S1 and S2 with 14 conversational 

turns lasting for about 3.33 minutes with an utterance count of 79 and 232 words respectively. On S1’s choice of 

feedback source and timing of feedback seeking when Episode-A started, we observed that it was based on S1’s 
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 estimate of cost and value associated with sourcing of feedback information from peer or researcher as opposed 

to generating it by drawing from one’s own internal resources and/or working with the available tools and 

representations. Factors contributing to S1's perceived cost-value estimates were identified by accounting for 

cognitive, emotion, motivation and identity aspects of participants every moment. For instance, consider the 

following observations before S1 started seeking feedback. 

Alternating one’s gaze between the reaction mechanism and the molecular model being held in one hand, 

S1 utters “correct, correct” to oneself and continues with alternation of gaze. After a moment, S1 holds his 

forehead with the other hand and his facial expression changes from one being calm to one indicating discomfort 

and difficulty. Then while still looking at the reaction mechanism, S1 asks S2 with a fleeting but embarrassed 

smile “DPEN (catalyst) what does it do bro?” without looking up at S2. S2 had started humming a tune while 

examining the reaction mechanism just a few seconds before S1’s question. The researcher was busy sorting 

worksheets. S2 was also seen picking up models and placing them closer to oneself while uttering “correct”. 

Immediately after S1’s question, S2 responds with a fleeting smile embodied with a sense of pride.  

Above observations suggest that the choice of feedback source and timing of feedback seeking is 

dependent on both the internal state of S1 and when actually feedback availability cues emerge with the feedback 

sources in an instructional context. Actions of S2 such as self-directed utterances, humming tune and gestures 

embodied with emotions cued the feedback availability to S1. Also the likely emotions experienced by S1 due to 

difficulty in solving the task signalled the high cost in continuing to rely upon self as a source of feedback. S1’s 

embarrassed fleeting smile and S2’s fleeting smile embodied with pride shows the influence of prevailing cultural 

norms where ignorance or lack of competence is often treated with shame whereas showcasing one’s competence 

is encouraged with explicit recognition. Hence for S1, to seek feedback from external sources involved the cost 

of threat to one’s identity as it could reveal one’s lack of competence to them. This further depends on the S1's 

perceived relational and identity aspects shared with the feedback sources. Thus seeking external feedback by 

incurring such costs, points to S1’s motivation towards the learning activity.  

Similar to Episode-A, the choice of feedback source and the timing of feedback seeking in Episode-B 

was preceded by the emergence of feedback availability and non-availability cues. But these cues were much 

more explicit in the form of their think-aloud. Before Episode-B started, S2 was observed uttering “I don’t know 

why I need to draw a Newman diagram?”. A few seconds later this was followed by S1’s uttering “Okay now I 

am understanding what it is”. Immediately S2 approaches S1 and the resulting dialogue lasts for around 16.56 

minutes. Thus even when multiple peers are present these actions could occur as a result of cost-value analysis 

considering both feedback availability and non-availability cues emerging dynamically amongst them. 

Further, for Episode-A we traced the emergence of feedback availability and non-availability cues in S2 

and S1 respectively to the sequence of their interactions with artefacts such as different molecular models and 

sketches before and during feedback seeking. We observed that by the time S1 sought feedback, S2 had already 

referred to different individual molecular models which together constitute the intermediate structure. On the other 

hand, S1 was seen trying to make sense of the task by referring to just one model tied to intermediate structure. 

This shows us how subtle differences in interaction with artefacts contribute to the emergence of S1’s perceived 

cost in continuing to rely upon self as a feedback source and S2’s perceived value in providing feedback as it adds 

to both one’s self image and problem solving goals. This discussion also holds for how S1’s interactions with 

artefacts influenced the purpose for which he sought feedback. In addition, we observed that throughout feedback 

seeking, S1 incurs cost in terms of continuously monitoring and judging the feedback received against one’s 

requirement for its relevance, specificity and accuracy. Based on such evaluation S1 seeks further elaboration, 

clarification while also contesting, verifying and confirming. Anticipation of such costs during the dialogue was 

observed to influence decisions like whether or not to continue seeking feedback with S2. Also varying time gaps 

between conversational turns were observed to be crucial for S1 to monitor, judge and construct a response to the 

feedback received. This was mutually negotiated through monitoring each other's verbal utterings, voice tone, 

facial expressions and gestures. All these are key features of ‘feedback as dialogue’ notion by which learners’ 

unique and diverse feedback needs are met. 

Regarding the amount of feedback seeking, although at surface it appears to be largely influenced by the 

complexity of subtasks, the characteristics of feedback source and feedback seeker are equally significant. For 

instance, the Episode-B which emerged during the subtask requiring mental simulation with representations lasted 

for about 16.56 minutes with 70 conversational turns in total. This is almost five times larger in terms of time 

spent and the number of conversational turns than Episode-A which emerged during subtask requiring just 

analogical reasoning. Here when we examined the nature of reciprocal exchanges between S1 and S2, it became 

evident that the amount of feedback seeking is equally shaped by the individual characteristics. If S1’s perceived 

proficiency of S2 is low, then cost associated with feedback received like the need to monitor, judge and verify 

will be high. And actual proficiency of S2 will determine whether or not feedback provided will be justified or 
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 the mode of provision will be adapted to persuade the seeker. For instance, initially S2 starts providing feedback 

by mostly pointing at models or the reaction mechanism but later builds a complex intermediate structure with 

multiple models to convey one’s feedback. It is during the feedback provision that the source comes to realize the 

cost associated with providing feedback and the value of using multiple representations in conveying one’s 

feedback. An experienced or more proficient feedback source like an instructor might anticipate this much early 

thus reducing the cost associated with feedback seeking for learners and hence the amount of feedback seeking.  

Another key aspect contributing to perceived cost-value estimates of learners and feedback sources 

regarding their feedback seeking and provision is how they cooperate or negotiate division of labour. For instance, 

in Episode-A while providing feedback, S2 encounters a situation where division of labour could be of help. Task 

involves identifying and distinguishing similar looking molecular models while trying to build an intermediate 

structure. S2 assigns this task to S1 and assignment of this task comes in the form of a question. But S1 redirects 

the task to S2 as he is holding the model and it is easier to apply chemical naming conventions by holding one. 

S2 instead goes on to check previous sketches of catalyst without expressing any emotion tied to disappointment 

or bitterness. Then S1 reassigns the task to himself and rules out that the model is not the one they were looking 

for. S2 does the same for another model and confirms that model as the required one. Both S1 and S2 based on 

momentary need, judge whether to allocate, distribute or redirect tasks to each other based on their cost-value 

estimates of what it requires to perform the task. In Episode-B, such instances were predictably high but they were 

also fraught with negative emotions such as irritation and frustration. So task complexity means that how 

participants mutually assign, redirect or reassign specific tasks while being sensitive to each other’s emotions and 

motivation has potential to increase or decrease cost associated with feedback dialogue. 

Our examination of factors contributing to the participants’ perceived cost-value estimates regarding 

their modes of feedback seeking and feedback provision revealed the relationship between feedback seeking and 

the use of multiple representations. Consider the following observation from Episode B. Initially the mode of 

feedback seeking and the provision involved just the verbal exchange but then the participant seeking feedback 

did not get convinced with the feedback received. So he kept probing the feedback provider verbally. As a result, 

the peer providing feedback adapts one’s mode of feedback provision. He first uses the model to convey one’s 

feedback and later sketches the 2D diagram to convey the same recognising that the former did not serve the 

purpose. The participant seeking feedback still not satisfied with the feedback received, builds a model to convey 

one’s reason for not being convinced and then goes on to elicit more feedback. And these transitions were fraught 

with emotions such as irritation and frustration. This suggests that affordances of specific feedback seeking 

strategies and representations can vary depending on the contextual factors such as characteristics of learner, 

feedback sources, available artefacts and specific task elements. Hence it is during the feedback dialogue that 

learners encounter opportunities to confirm or iteratively revise their cost-value estimates of different feedback 

seeking strategies and representations for thinking, communicating and problem solving. 
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